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Conquering two games out

Lessons learned

CrossFire covers the

of three at the Lee Fulmer

from different cul

pros and cons of the
famous and jolly
Christmas gift-giver

Memorial Tournament, the

tural and religious
viewpoints.
News-- page 4

S A I N T LY

WINNING

C U L T U R A L

gaining an edge of success.
Sports- page 10

Opinion— page 5

*

*

t
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George Fox University, Nc^erg, Oregon

T

men's basketball team is

CHRISTMAS

New books,

FUN:

(far left) George Fox
President
Brandt

David

initiates

the

new location

candle lighting cere

TRACY

Christmas party on

mony and campus

PRYBYLA

Friday, Dec. 6.

Staff Writer

(top left) A family
At the beginning of every semester, students
have been able to count on new professors, class

with lit candles joins
in singing carols.

syllabi, and long lines in the bookstore in order to
buy books.
This spring semester, however, things are

(bottom left) Three
Activities Committee
members dressed as

going to be a little different, due to the move of
the textbook department.
Instead of scouring the shelves of books in

elves

Hocking to the new Textbook Annex in the base
ment of the library. This change will actually be

ing place, Andy Dunn, director of the university
bookstore, gave several reasons. "We want to
make the book buying process better for students

break

(More Christmas party
pictures: see page 2)

taking place during book buy-backs next week.
The book buy back will be held in the library
basement so that students can get used to the new
When asked why this change would be tak

a

from helping Santa in
his workshop to pose.

the back comer of the bookstore, students will be

location.

take

VICKI

HAWKINS

LISA JENSEN

Conscientious motives
ERIN

NEWBERRY

Vote to George

Assistant Editor

Fox students

and cut back on returns," he said.

MARILEE

LISA

The new Textbook Annex will be operated
under a clerk serve system. Students will bring

Stajf Writer

see Bookstore, page 12

NEVyELL

ALL BOOKED UP: The bookstore is

home to any textbook used in a class.
December i;

K E ATO N

CONSCIENTIOUS LEAD

killing. This objection may apply
to all forms or to particular aspects

ERS: Charlie Kamilos and

On Thursday evening,

K E ATO N

AMANDA

from taking part in organized

o f w a r. "

AMANDA

Stajf Writer

Arc you a conscientious objec
tor? "Conscientious objection is a
sincere conviction, motivated by
conscience, which forbids someone

Tricia Brown faciliate the

meeting last Thursday.

December 5, 14 studcnl.s met with
facilitators Charlie Kamilos, techni
cal services librarian at the MLRC;

one, why to become one, and what

Tr i c i a B r o w n , w r i t e r ( f o r m e r

guidance, and information to any

adjunct professor of religion at

student wishing to become a con

George Fox); and William Jolliff,
professor of litemturc at George

s c i e n t i o u s o b r s e r v o r.

Fox.

unrest with Iraq and other strong

it means to be one.

Kamilos plans to give support,

In this time of such political

The meeting's purpose was to
provide information about consci
entious objectors: how to become

DELZER

see Motives, page 2

A Note to the George Fox Community:
I have spent the last twelve weeks doing
an in-depth series of articles regarding the
financial distribution of the university's funds
entitled, "Where Does Our Money Go?"
In response to an editorial addressing the
series, as well as to all of you who found the
results unsatisfactory, I wish to tell you that as
much as we want to know, there simply are no
easy answers when it comes to the distribution
of students' money.
I also wish to apologize for my failure to
represent the Fox community itself in the arti
cles. By all rights I should have talked with
students and faculty, as well as administrators,
to determine key issues and discover the
answers. Instead, I assumed that my questions

see Note to students, page 2
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Picture perfect: A photo gall y
of events worth remembering

Salsa dance spice
*

Christmas celebrations:
Candles, carols, foodjCider andSanta

fi

itT-

*
VlCKl

HAWKINS

USAJENSEN

Swingin'
club time

i
VlCKl

HAWKINS

Senior class event

VlCKl
ERIN

HAWKINS
USA

NEWBERRY

JENSEN

LISA

JENSEN

Note to students: Finances not cut and dry M o t i v e s : C o n s c i e n t i o u s
continued from page 1
A Note to the George Fox

as administrators, to determine

established budget based on the

key issues and discover the

previous year's expenditures and
the estimated current year's oper

objectors take role seriously

ating costs.
As slated in a previous arti
cle. George Fox University runs
as a small city. We are almost

conscientious objectors: how to
become one, why to become one,

answers. Instead, I assumed that

Community:
my questions would be every
1 have spent the last twelve one's questions. Assuming is not
weeks doing an in-depth series of e x c u s a b l e .
articles regarding the financial
In spite of this, the financial
distribution of the university's. situation is complex, and Fox's
funds entitled, "Where Does Our

Money Go?"
In response to an editorial
addressing the series, as well as
to all of you who found the
results unsatisfactory, I wish to
tell you that as much as we want
to know, there simply are no easy
answers when it comes to the dis

tribution of students' money.
1 also wish to apologize for
my failure to represent the Fox
community itself in the articles.
By all rights I should have talked
with students and faculty, as well

budgeting and financial decisions
do not work in a way that lend
themselves to determining how
each penny is spent.

completely self-sufficient, and as
a result, breakdown of individual

costs is difficult. The potential

vagueness of my articles is per
haps due less to a lack of in-depth

Depending on the budget,
some expenses are fluid. The

reporting and more to the reality
of an organization with many

number of enrolled students

working parts.

determines total budget, and this
also varies from semester to

Another important thing to
remember when evaluating Fox's

s e m e s t e r.

investments is that revenue also

As stated in my articles,
tuition money is all brought

originates in grants, gifts, and

together to form one pool of

other supporters.

endowments from alumni and

funds from which necessities are

Some of these donations are

paid. Each department has an

specific to departments or even

I

continued from page 1 to provide information about

Are you a conscientious

objector? "Conscientious objec
tion is a sincere conviction, moti

vated by conscience, which for

and what it metms to be one.

Kamilos plans to give sup
port, guidance, and information

to any student wishing to become

bids someone from taking part in a conscientious obrservor.
organized killing. This objection'
In this time of such political
may apply to all forms or to par unrest with Iraq and other strong
ticular aspects of war."

On Thursday evening,

December 5, 14 students met
with facilitators Charlie
Kamilos, technical services

librarian at the MLRC; Tricia

Brown, writer (former 'adjunct
professor of religion at George
Fox); and Wiliam Jolliff, profes

sor of literature at George Fox.
The meeting's nurpn*;^. was

forces of the world, the possiblity that the draft may be reinstat
ed pending a war looms over

head. According to Kamilos, if a
draft were reinstated, women
would likely be included, so the
threat of a draft effects all.
Using Jesus' "Sermon on the

Mount" as example, Kamilos

asserts that peace is the way to
chose. Although he admits that

I

I
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I

I
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I

I
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I
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NEWS

Health

and

new music, new flavor

Harmony

DESIREE

Hang ups over

H AY W O O D

Staff Writer

of school).
In addition.

DaySpring's

Providing the underlying rhythm,
Williams' contribution gives the
music a lot more

holiday treats?
With planning,

zest. Croup mem

The Northwest is in for a real

bers consider him

treat this year as George Fox

"a fun guy."

University's own DaySpring
brings beautiful music into the

VA L O R T O N

Registered

DaySpring: New director,

balance and mod

hearts and lives of the communi

eration, just eat it!

Though this year has brought
many changes, DaySpring
remains a highlight of the music

Nurse

Ahh...luscious prime rib with garlicky mashed potatoes and
gravy! Ohh...yummy veggies drizzled with creamy cheese sauce!

Mmm...pumpkin pic with whipped cream, Russian tea cookies!
Grrr...calories, cholesterol, and fat!
The holiday season is here, and most of us look forward to trad!
tiona! favorites around the dinner table. Food is an integral pan of the
enjoyment of this special time of year, and should be! But how docs
one get tlirough this gastronomical season of feasting without gaining
unwanted extra pounds?
Healthy holiday eating is not an oxymoron! There are .several
ways to enjoy the bounty; planning is the key. All foods, even Aunt
Leslie's pecan pie, can fit into a healthful eating plan for the calorie

L

I

has

'

Though these changes are
viewed as positive by the group,
the members have also admitted

that they are hard to get used to.

i

e

been

the

source of many
inside jokes—

new director, Loren Wenz, which

added.

l

no is also fun, and

program. Among the changes is a

DaySpring outfits are different,
and a rhythm section has been

s

First soprano.
This petite sopra

ty-

has automatically altered the
"flavor" of the group. The music
selection is different in style, the

e

S h a n k l a n d

BRENT

STRANDY

"That's

so

PERFECT PITCH: (from left) Rose CUTE!" she
Passione, Travis Morgan and Abby
Foster perform a song acapella.
mission remains the same— to

not only represent the school but
also to repre.sent Christ.

a l w a y s
exclaimns. Her
comments

on

politics are also much appreciat
ed.

Dustin Johnson— electric

Abby Foster— Second
soprano. The sole senior, Foster
has become yet another "Ring by

Meet the Members

g u i t a r.

Spring" statistic. The special

•Here are a few tips;
Be realistic. Realize that this is a special .season. Don't try to

When . not

someone?

playing,

lose weight, rather try to maintain weight by balancing the party fare

J o h n s o n

with small, low—calorie meals during the day.
Don't go to parties hungry. Eating a small, low-fat or highfibcr snack prior to heading out the door will take the edge off your

enjoys jok
ing around
(especially

DaySpring's sound man.
Desiree Haywood— First
alto. This sophomore loves to

conscious. The secret? Balance and moderation.

hunger, maintain your willpower, and help you focus on the people
around you rather than the overflowing buffet.
Make just one trip to the table. Be .selective about your food

choices. Take only what you really want to eat. and keep the portions
small. Move away from the buffet after making your selections, and

socialize at a distance, making it less likely to find yourself uncon

ft

w

feci guilty enjoying them!
Bon appetite and Happy Holidays!

Mormonism sect now

"Community of Christ
CHRIS

6th

KELLEY

is

the

date

main-line

Mormonism was founded. The

Stajf Writer
Readers may have heard that
the Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter Day Saints has recently

purpose of the name change is to
b e t t e r r e fl e c t t h e i r c h u r c h ' s m i s
sion.

Mormonism began with
Joseph Smith, in
1820, when he was
out in the woods and

t

BRENT

(usually an average of four or
five monthly in the Pacific
Northwest at schools, churches,
and meetings/conventions), May

Tour (in which DaySpring travels
farther away [the Southwest, for
instance]), rehearsals/sectionals,
(held four days/week [a total of 5
hours]), and retreats (intense

rehearsal and bonding— usually
the week prior to the beginning

laugh and have fun. A true "peo
ple person."
Rose Passione— Second

Seregow)

alto. This delightful junior has a

a

d

"signature" laugh. Some wonder

reminding

i f i t i s r e a l . T h e a n s w e r ? Ye s . A

everyone,

gem and a joy to know.
Bryan Hoerr— first tenor.
Think "her" when you pronounce
his last name, and no jokes,

n

STRANDY

HARMONIOUS BLISS: (from left) Bryan
Hoerr, Leslie Shankland, Stefan Czarnecki
and Desiree Haywood blend a song together.
Certain aspects of the group
will remain largely the same.
These include performances,

Harris,

h

["Results,
I not excus-

sciously nibbling.

Overall, forget the all-or-nothing mmd.set! With a little plan
ning, you don't need to deprive yourself of special holiday treaLs, or

i

Drew

please. Hoerr is fun—loving,
generally speaking, according to
the group.
Scott

R o b b i e B o o t h — 2 n d t e n o r.

Merrin— bass. Those who saw

Well—known and entertaining, he
boasts a wide variety of facial

"Codspell" may find his face a
familiar one; he was in the band

for the musical. Merrin plays an
important part, and the group
feels he plays it well.
Mike Seregow— piano.
Known campus—wide for his
musicianship. Seregow is a won
derful asset. His scrumptious fills
and tasty ideas are welcome, and
his sarcastic humor is sure to

keep the group laughing, cring
ing, or groaning.
Mark

Williams—

drums.

expressions and laughs. He adds
"joy" to DaySpring.
Travis Morgan— baritone.

One of the returning DaySpring
members, he is considered a real
tease and a lot of fun.
Stefan Czarnecki— bass.

He provides the foundation for
the rest of the group and is the
only married member of
DaySpring.
And, finally, the aforemen

tioned Harris on sound. He pro-

received a vision
Later Smith felt led

by the Mormon angel
Moroni to go and
find golden plates
which Smith translat

ed. According to the
Mormon

church

AMANDA KE.ATON these golden plate

LDS: Newberg Church of Jesus translations became
the revelations for the

Christ of Latter-Day Saints.

Book

of

Mormon

decided to change its name to the

God's continued covenant.

Community of Christ. While this
is true, it is only part of the story.

Smith officially founded the
Mormon church in Fayette, NY

of

This took place around the same

Mormonism has existed since

time as the famous Christian

I860, called the Reorganized

revival known as "The Great

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter

Awakening."

A

small

branch

Day Saints (RLDS). They want

Some

commonalities

ed to distance themselves from

between LDS and Community of

the LDS.

Christ:

It's the RLDS changing their
name. This change became offi

"Both believe people will be

cial on April 6th, of 2001. April

see Name change^ page 12

VICR!

HAWKINS

CHRISTMAS TUNES: In bundled up matching fleeces, the eight members of
DaySpring serenade the attendees of the all campus candle-lighting ceremony with
some favorite carols on Friday, Dec 6, on the Clocktower Lawn.
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N E W S F E AT U R E

Cultural Connections

Varying Viewpoints
FAIR: {top left)

Rabbi and Muslim speak out

Student

LISA

C U L T U R A L
Matt

Mickelson stops
to
try
some
Jewish food at the
Israeli station.

{bottom left)
Students gather
around

another

station to learn

STRANDY

B O AT R I G H T

Staff Writer

control should always be under
Muslim control.

to discuss two sides of the

Israelites, as a common interpre
tation of Revelation is that once

when America pursues Israel as a
short-term ally, not a long term

Israeli/Palestinian

the Jews have reclaimed Israel

Staff Writer
Rabbi Joshua Stampfer and
Mr. Frank Afrengi came together

off of the United States' involve
ment in Israeli interests.

need to be elected and pursue the

other languages.

was affected by the bombing of

long-term goal, peace will not be

The cultural fair

an Israeli school bus that morn

reached," Afrengi said. He added

provided
an
opportunity for

ing. Twelve children were killed.
I get numb— I see all the

that the "United States in today's

violence, all the death, all the

militarily and so forth."
Stampfer said, "Israel will
never agree to a peaceful solution

destruction," Afrengi, a
Palestinian from Portland, OR,

from all over the

said. He said that the current

world.

I s r a e l i / P a l e s t i n i a n c o n fl i c t i s

under the gun." Until the
destruction stops, Stampfer said,

based on a national and territorial

Israel would reach no conclusion.

wanted to have anything to do
with them.

given them. Rosenberg made the
point that we can't treat those dif
ferently and abusively because of

our view on who is the rightful

their home

owner to the land.

land.

He

also

dis

R a b b i

cussed many

Rosenberg

issues from land

did

not

ownership to the

to

reaction of both

speak on a
particular

the Palestinians

issue

the appropriate

and the Israelis and

of

Israel or to

ness of actions that
LISA JENSEN

cZr„,i„'>ASSIONATEJEW:

are being taken.
One student,

istry or R^bbi Rosenburg expres-

senior

organization.sively shares his views.

Stewart, said that

Aaron

Rosenberg could
have presented the issue better
without seeming to be an extrem

The arrangement for him to

ist. He came across very bluntly
and for those who disagreed with

speak to students was made by

him or did not know much of the

Robin Noble, one of the few

history behind the issue, it was

Jewish students here at Fox. She

hard to know what to think about

f e l t t h a t t h e Wa r a n d P e a c e

Jewish and Palestinian stance in

Forum held at the University was

t h e c o n fl i c t .

and Palestine.

not representing the two sides of
the conflict very well. Noblesaid
that it is important for Christian

came across extremely adamant

students to see the ethical issues

people's land. However, he said

in Jewish background that affect
the conflict of their holy land.
At Rosenburg's presentation

struggle, and expressed hope that

He also said, however, that Israeli

the situation is resolved before it

crimes against Palestine have

becomes a spiritual struggle so

been "heinous."

intense as to lead to the destruc

In proposing a solution,
Afrengi said that the outlines

have already been agreed to by
most Israelis and Palestinians:

He said the overwhelming
majority of Israelites are in favor

(bottom) Joshua Stampfer

which both sides feel the appro

"nobler goal on the way- to see

priate solution involves their side
winning." He said the Muslims
feel that any land that was once
Islamic needs to be reclaimed,
and Jews feel they must reclaim

the end of the world will come.
Afrengi said Christians have a
the Second Coming of Christ."
Stampfer agreed that the
problem lies with the fundamen

tions. Stampfer said they swing
between the left and right side of
politics. He said a former prime
minister was assassinated

because of his desire to create

peace in Israel. Stampfer spoke

about the history and shifting of
Israeli politics.
In response to the 1995

Palestinian elections designed to

talists: Jews wanting their
Biblical
u
i u u u a i land
l a n aand
a n dMuslims
M u s l i m s " see
r e a Peace
c e l a italk,
K , ppage
a g e 12
n

Greek tragedy at its best
C HHRRI SI S
C

KK
E LELLELY E

Y

e n c ence
e wwoul
oud
l dbe there
h f .al.l n
day.j . . . .

—

All three of the plays contain

Staff Writer
As a part of Cultural

song and dance.

Celebration
»
„cicDraionWeek,
weeK
George
, ueorFox
ge hex around^^^'hr"°TroIi'n

had the privilege of welcoming Clytemnestra rt '
..

.

*

Keith Scales. S^cales regularly her "stand
Keith .jwaiv.3. owaici icguiariy

participates in Classical Greek
theatre.

with more appropriateness.
It is a problem that mankind

He shared the basic plot to

will struggle with for many years

Bearers," and "Eumenides" (the

to come and no one. including

Furies).

Scales first mentally paint-

Rosenberg, knows what the out

found.

A M A N D A K E AT O N

DIFFERENT WORLDS:

{top) Frank Afrengi

Aeschylus, which includes the
plays "Agamemnon," "Libation

was back on its feet that anyone

In response to Israeli elec

among Palestines.
Unfortunately, Afrengi said,
there is a "doomsday alliance" in

the Orestes Trilogy, by

Rather, we all just hope for
lives to be spared and peace to be

dent," Afrengi said.

of a two-state policy and peace

a n d c o u l d h a n d l e t h e c o n fl i c t

Rosenberg expressed con
cern that it was only when Israel

"America's bias for Israel is evi

picture. "The devil is in the
details," Stampfer added.

of Israel look at their situation.

comes will be.

and Muslim faith is being rein
forced by America's presence,

fundamentally, Israelis and
Palestinians agree on the broad

ground on how the Jewish people

sion and desolation.

and Eastern culture and Christian

Stampfer, a Jewish Rabbi
from Portland. OR, agreed that

he gave students some back

make it a land free from oppres

a n d t h e c o n fl i c t b e t w e e n W e s t e r n

for two people in the Holy Land."

tkiA

that there won't be a simple solu
tion. He admitted that the people

said. Palestinians feel oppressed,

"The outcome is clear: two states

Undoubtedly, Rosenberg
about his view on the war of his

Afrengi said that by force.
America is becoming the
"Roman Empire of the Middle
East." "We can't go over there
and throw our weight around," he

tion of one side, or both.

in leadership positions of both
nations are not helping for peace

When they were first allowed
back into Israel, the land was bar
ren and yet they worked hard to

world is the uncontested leader-

rience customs

gathered to hear Rabbi
Rosenberg speak on the condi
tion of the people of Israel in the
midst of the battle going on in

side of the conflict between Israel

"Until the United States,

especially officials, forego the

land and a holy land that God has

came to represent the opposite

one. Politicians, especially, play

The mood of the luncheon,

On November 26th students

R a t h e r, h e

Afrengi said conflict arises

November 21 in a special peace
luncheon put on by the Center for
Peace Learning.

To J e w s , I s r a e l i s a h o m e

come

c o n fl i c t

hand to God" and side with the

as well as that of both countries,

Rosenburg on Israel

■l O E L L E N

Afrengi said most Christians
believe they must "lend a helping

how to write in

students to expe

BRENT

believing land under Muslim

the Biblical Israel.

DELZER

...b

a picture
of wwhat
ancient
«
x
wimi

returned home, she slaughters

him because he has kiled some-

one^ Cyl temnestras' son Orestes
death. The story continues...
"Libation Bearers" is about

Orestes vengence. Orestes doesnt want to kill his own mother

but must m order to avenge hsi
f aatnhc ei ern t

Greek theatre looked like. The includes i-

s

fatherV

ti--

ms

I his play

dramas started in the morning as ^ lamenting scene
the sun came up, and the audi- 7^ —

lisajensun

SCALES IN ACTION:

Presenting the Orestes
Trilogy^ Classical Greek
theatre actor Keith Scales

uses his hands as props.
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OPINION
The

S()a])lx)x^
Behind
the outlet
ABIGAIL

RINK

Opinion Editor

stores Should children be allowed to believe in Santa?
downtown, behind the

Abercrombie and Fitch outlet. The roof slopes
diiwn, creating an overhang that catches the rain.
It rains nearly every day, but Irene doesn't notice
much. It's better titan snow, she says.
Irene walks to the marketplace each morn

Santa: Get out of the chimney!
H E AT H E R

ROBBINS

Guest Writer
There are many reasons

ing, milling around the booths, asking for

to ditch the Santa tradition, so

money. "I tell them I have AIDS." she says.
'They don't believe me if I say I have a baby

I'll list a few before explain

who needs food." She laughs, and it sounds hol
l o w.

"Where is your baby now?" Says the
reporter woman. Her mascara keeps running and
it makes her eye twitch. The camera cuts to
Irene. "I have friends," she .says.
The baby won't stop crying when Irene tries

to hold him on camera. The director finally loses
patience and makes Irene set the baby down.
'He's so cute!" The reporter's voice jumps an
octave as the camera rolls. "What's his name?"

Irene's hair hangs flat against her head in

thick brown .strands. " I haven't decided yet."
The reporter laughs, and it sounds hollow.
The camera spans down the boulevard as

ing my own experiences.
1.) Santa Claus encour

ages breaking and entering
2.) Santa endorses sweat

shops and exploitation of
minorities.

3.) Santa is creepy
5.) Santa promotes glut
tony — all those cookies!

'One last question, Irene," The reporter has

not to ask for anything."
The reporter's eye twitches and she glances
at the director. Back at Irene, "Honey, why don't
you a.sk for some food, or some diapers, or a nice
warm coat. We'd have dozens flooding into the
station overnight.

tion, and it was stories that

made my imagination grow.

When I was a little girl,
f once unwrapped an etch-a-

writing looked suspiciously
like my dear old dad's.

job to fling them into realism
during the innocence of

This slightly frightened
me. I mean, what kept Santa
from suddenly becoming cor

So I quickly decided that
the whole Santa idea was a

I never believed in Santa

f a k e . N o w, i f i t w e r e a

Claus. I depended on my

Christmas fairy, that would be
one thing. Of course, I never
let my parents know that I
was on to them. They seemed
to enjoy continuing their
delusional story year after

from the very beginning.
First of all, in my imagi
nation, old, overweight, eld
erly men did not have magic
powers. Only my.stic animals

look at this from a little dif

f e r e n t p e r s p e c t i v e . We
Protestants easily forget that
Sa n ta C l a u s i s b a se d o n th e
tradition of the Christian

I really am quite dis

Saint Nicholas, who lived a

couraged at the growing
movement of anti—imagina
tion. Since when should par

life of generosity and caring
for the needy.
Bom in a wealthy fami

ents make sure that their

things that are indisputably

ly,Nicholas would fling bags
of gold through the windows
of people who were in des

year, and 1 didn't want to dis
appoint them.
So anyway, from my

real?

perate need.

experiences as a child and
from ob.serving the Santa tra
dition from a young adult

whether that means letting

children only believe in

Kids have imaginations
that should be encouraged,
them fall asleep behind the
couch waiting to catch Santa,
or helping them make robes
out of bed sheets to play

held the key to magic.

teach our children about

Secondly, we did not
have a fireplace for the major

Santa, but ban the Santa tradi

(gasp!) Harry Potter.
I never had video games

tion completely from our

or television when I was lit

ity of my childhood. When I

society. Merry mayhem.

tle, so my world was as huge

She disappears behind the Abercrombie and

Besides, Santa is a pret
ty good role model. Let's

it out.

point of view, I have decided
that we should not only not

T

TLOOCS

childhood.

Thus, I realized that

Santa wasn't real and my

and young beautiful people

Irene's baby is crying again, and she brush
es past the reporter. "I'd like to go home now."

telling children stories and
letting their minds run wild.
Children will grow up and

locks.

tion of women — all the rein

the whole pathetic Santa story

in

experience the "real world"
all too quickly; it's not our

quite. I actually felt rather
proud of myself for figuring

intrigue everyday in my
room. But 1 saw right through

harm

noticed that Santa's hand

summer?

and new worlds of magic and

no

Old Santa." Of course, I was
an analytical child, and

7.) There is no recogni

imagination for most of my

is

heating ducts. That didn't
work. So I figured that he
was really good at picking

tional shock. ..Hmm.. .not

deer and elves are male.

There

-sketch that was from "Dear

us blind in the middle of the

created elaborate scenerios

put on more mascara, "if you could have any
thing for Christinas, what would it be?
Irene shrugs and looks away. "It'd be nice

Opinion Editor

was, "He's Santa, he can get
in another way."
At first I imagined a fat
man squeezing through our

as the limits of my imagina

RINE

6.) Reindeer labor.

entertainment as a child. I

wrap up their cords.

ABIGAIL

dilemma, all they would say

fragile world crumbled into
pieces as I went into emo

walk briskly to avoid wasting any time. Several

wool blanket on the ground as the cameramen

asked my parents about this

rupt and using his amazing
lock-picking abilities to rob

(he bustling crowds, laden with shopping bags,
different Christmas songs hang faintly in the air
and the Christmas lights blink, growing brighter
as the sun sinks. Irene's baby is sleeping in a

Santa: More saint than satanic

(2)f\TCS-ttnas

oJ^V

In

the

wake

of

Christmas materialism,

Santa Claus is a good tool to
use in teaching our children
the important virtue of gen
erosity.
Just think of all the bags

of gold we're sitting on this
Christmas. It might do us all
some good if we took Saint
Nick more seriously.

tKc.

O o F c w c r c t x Wr e . i j o c s s s + f r v c - F € x 3 € _ n

Filch outlet.

The director shrugs. "Let's get one last shot
of the strip, you know, to really capture that
Christmas feeling. Then we're outta here."
The reporter nods, and smoothes her hair.

"I'm Stacey Coitez, reporting for...."
Billy sits in front of the television, shoving
Christmas fudge in his mouth. "This sucks!" He
says as chocolate dribbles down his chin. He

clicks the remote. A fat man is stuffing a hot dog
in his mouth - his fiftieth in only two minutes.
Billy laughs gleefully.

Stupii

M a t h , C h e m i s t r y,
Engineering, whatever. No one

exactly what we are capable of.

conventional wisdom I have
ever recicved.

would ever question how hard

Anyone who says he knows

what he is capable of is lying...
which brings me to my point.
Society has always based its
sense of worth on percentages.

you work. But I say you would

iiiimmptm
People on this campus have
AARON

SCHMAIITZ

Editor-in-Chief
For the last semester, I have

watched as my closest friend
wasted away under piles of

homework. This past weekend,
I watched as she pounded out a
40-pagc paper. Guess the major.
iDece

somehow convinced themselves

that Elementary Education is a
joke of a major. The common
idea is that "It's all busy work."

crumble under the stress the Ele.

Edu. majors deal with. Moral?

Don't knock it until you try it.
Big subject change.
I called two of my friends
over-achievers today, and then
realized how foolish my state
ment was.

Achievement, to me, refers

The truth of the matter is
that the men and women in the

to potential. I don't think that

Elementary Education depart

anyone can exceed his or her

ment work just as hard- if not
harder- than any major at Fox.

comes from God... He knows

potential. Our true potential

As long as you are above aver
age, you are ok. This filters
down to school.

Some people don't try, and
get A's on everything. Some
people try their very hardest and
just scrape by.
My freshman year, I did
poorly on a test, and a professor
to remain unnamed gave me

perhaps the greatest piece of

"Really. Aaron, what does it
matter? Why don't you relax

and have fun in college. Do
your best. It's all you can do.
T h e r e w i l l b e o t h e r t e s t s . Yo u

will fail some, you will ace
some, but in the end you will
have a degree and no one will
care how you did on this test.
(Discluding grad schools of
course). Besides...What is this
worth in Heaven?"

Moral? Do your best- and
never think your best is better
than someone elses.
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Drama used for truth,flesnot
spite
creativity and the ability
ERIN

News Editor

A Cheery Poem for the Holidays
BEN

family. I wanted to take just a

WEINERT

moment to encourage you

ASC President

Winter
It's that time of

It's so cold Nick, his voice

year. Christmas
.songs arc back on
the radio, lines
in the stores are

long, and the
30
day

break
the

stresses

of

home

strongly questioned the choic
es of the material presented.
Granted, I only saw the first

on what I saw and what I

five (1 was tired and went

were made based on shock

home at intermission), and I

value rather than truth value.

work.
[

don't

know

the author

who

is,

but

Nicholas cries. But he'd checked the list

would love

Twice

to thank him
or

the Christmas

have experi- On Whitacker Street had been good all
year,

her

for

artistical ly

s e a s o n . Ye s . 1 B o b b y C l a i b o r n e d o w n
frustra-

to take a certain'role, or direct

from

From the reindeer's side. There's no fog

the

quite frustrated.
Although not magnifi
cent, the acting was fine (gen
erally), and the directing was
fine (generally). However, 1

need a good
laugh ' or a

Still,

h o n e s t y. I
really enjoy

things while on stage that

1

Tonight, and your nose has lost its shine.

all

enced

when

As he cleans the knife, blood runs red

all begun.
In

time

Rudy, I'm so sorry... Nick cries

have

1 attended the George
Fox University Repertory
Theatre's production of "Ten!
Ten! Ten!" this past weekend.
1 left not very impressed, but

out from time to

Of arctic ice melts in his eyes.

Wonderful
Life"

drifts

Drop off suddenly. He'd never
Complained before, but now fifty years

a

P«'"

was jn one of my files
and 1 have pulled it

Like the snow outside, rising peaks

marathon of
"It's

Sacrifice

crafting such a
beautiful piece.

tion that comes Song-sacred rites demand

So.

an outlet for freer thinking,
one is not tied to reality, rules,
or conventions. One can do

NEWBERRY

sit

with the season, but That the Jolly Old Elf deliver back, relax, and
overall I really enjoy When nice little boys ask take the morbidity
this time of year. for venison. with a grain of .salt, and
Well, in these last cou- hopefully a much-needed

pic weeks before we all take off for laugh,
our homes to be with friends and Merry Christmas.

would be unthinkable or irra
tional while in reality.
However, one also must

know why he or she chooses

^

homosexuality was well done

and well directed. But was it

chosen simply because it dealt
with homo.sexuaiity, a no-

convicted under a spirit of

only for cheap laughs. The

truth, then one needs to reeval
uate. I am not sure, but based

actress disrespected the Lord's

panty-hose scene where an
name enraged me.

know of the drama students, I

Here's the point of my

feel that some of the selections

argument: why can't drama
students at Fox leam that one

have been informed that there

What is the point of

were some better ones in the

breaking stage silence with an
boldly proclaimed,, vulgar
expletive? I guarantee that if
certain words were not consid

ered taboos within George
Fox. many student directors

Most of these included homo

would not feel the desire to

sexuality, sex in general,
cross-dressing, or cursing.

use them.

can embrace the Christianity
in its entirety, yet not live by
rules, nor to spite those rules?
Just like St. Augustine

said, "Love God, and do as

you please." One can be a ded

icated Christian, but also be
able to see past boxes and
relate to humanity without
becoming vulgar.
I am so excited to some

But, since this is a con

I am an artist and a lover

servative Christian school, all

of drama. Idealistic in my
search for truth, impassioned

the rules it holds must certain

by people and beauty, and dis
gusted by complacency, I feel
a strong desire to display truth
on stage. Within drama there is

.

The one-act about

no" topic for GFU? The cross-dressing one-act was good

a certain play. If one is not

last half. However, 50 percent
is not my idea of a good ratio.
All the plays presented
were one—acts, directed by
students of the university.

to relate to "normal" people,

right?

day see an entire collection of

ly be outdated and irrational.
We might as well break them
whenever we can, just to prove
to ail those religious bigots
that living by "rules" only sti

student plays that bring me to
my knees in wonder, contem

plation, and worship—without
being overtly or sappily
"Christian." Let's present art
for truth, not spite.

Five ways atheism would improve the world
RYA N

BLANCHARD

worst nightmare, and George W.
Bush and Osama bin Laden

Guest Writer

could sit down for tea.
I. There would be no reli

gious war...
If all of the people groups
in the world were to suddenly
and confidently reject their

beliefs in whatever gods they
may believe in, each group
would lose the primary basis
from which they destroy each
o t h e r.

2. Gay People Could be

Treated as Human Beings
Thanks to the Bible and its

condemnation of a small per
centage of humanity, religious
people worldwide have found it

in their hearts to ridicule, perse
cute, and occasionally kill, gay
men and women.
If the world could be con

Have a Chance in Politics

the deliberate and extreme

In the United States,

groups like the Moral Majority
and the Christian CoaUtion have

become tools of the Republican

Party, using naive pro—lifers to

nobody objects to it. However,

ship" of her husband, religion is
the primary oppressor of women

that your money will also be

in the world.

lands? It's a great idea, and
these people almost always add

religious nature.
In an atheistic world, the

there would be no reason to

money spent on religion could

help society, the political system

form religions, and no false

be spent on food and shelter,

could be turned around and the

excuses to use to hide our fear

behind male superiority.
5. Charity Groups Coidd
Focus More on Providing

something far more pressing to
the children receiving it.
We must then hope that

Republican/Christian conglom

would have to fight over land
without using God as an excuse,

erate could be eliminated.

would have no reason to turn

they might learn something
important: The only abomina
tion surrounding gay people is
the irrational hate they receive.

Pakistan and India into Ghandi's

3. Third Parties Would

Muslims

genital mutilation, or having to
submit to the "spiritual leader

to help children in far away

Without belief in God,

vinced to abandon belief in God,

and

to their organization, in an effort

vote for leaders who, in turn,
become tools of tobacco, oil,
and weapons.
If people could leam to
vote for politicians who actually

Israelites and Palestinians

Hindus

wanted u.s to contribute money

oppression of women.
"Whether it be the require
ment of face—covering, female

4. Oppression of Women
Would Be Lessened

Almost every major reli
gion in the world contributes to

going toward education of some

people's only motivation for

Charity
How many times have we

giving to charity isn't based in

listened to chapel speakers who

pear completely.

religious fear, lest help disap

Pursuing a Biblical treatment of animals
BRADY

ROMTVEDT

Guest Writer

As Christians today, we
long for the return of Christ. We

pray in the Lord's Prayer "Thy
will be done on earth as it is in
heaven."

P l a y g r o u n d s a n d o f fi c e

buildings alike are full of people
that wear bracelets asking
"What Would Jesus Do?" In
light of this desire to live free

from sin in a manner pleasing to
Christ. I believe we need to con
sider our treatment of animals.

According to the book of

Genesis, on the sixth day God
created mankind in his image.
God then proceeded to bless

them saying: "Be fruitful and
increase in number. Fill the
earth and subdue it. Rule over
the fish of the sea and the birds

of the air and over every living
creature that moves on the

good," confirming that this was

for sustenance sounds strange,

God proclaims that "the fear

His will.

scripture indicates that there

and dread of you will fall upon

will be no bloodshed in God's

all the beasts of the earth."

kingdom.

It cannot be denied that we
have permission to kill and eat

When the world is free of

sin once again, and the Lord has
established his king
dom on earth, we

ground."

Concerning food, the

Scripture indicates that peo

ple and animals will live as they

are told that the

did before the fall of man: in

i o n

complete harmony with no
bloodshed or struggle between

Lord declared that plants and
trees should feed both humans

them.

and animals.

However, mankind
today lives in a fallen socie

In other words, both ani

will eat

mals and people were created to
live of the bounty of the earth,

the ox and

not the llesh of one another.

the child

Then "God saw all that he had

made, and it was very good."
These passages illustrate

will put
his hand into the vipers nest.
This vision portrays man's

thing that livei and moves will

God's plan for the world before

relationship with animals to be

give you everything."

sin interfered. The Lord

•deemed the situation "very

straw like

completely peaceful. Though
the idea of a lion eating "straw"

ty. After God sent a great flood
to wipe out the wickedness from

the earth he tells Noah "every

be food for you. Just as I have

animals.

Jesus, perfect and free of
sin, is believed to have eaten
meat while incarnate. One can

hardly be condemned for fol

lowing Christ's example.

With Jesus' death and resur
rection he freed the world from
the bondage of sin. Now we
eagerly await his return and the
peace that abound.

It seems reasonable to act

gave you the green plants, I now towards animals with God's

This concession is not
described as positive. Instead

plan and in mind. That is, to
ptomote harmony and peace
with them.

Doceml)cr 13. 2()()2
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Aft: Wonder, Trutfi and (Beauty
Are art majors always destined for poverty?
JESSICA J. WIl.T lAlVfg
Guest Writer

best burger-flipper that this I should give it all up and file into
world has ever known.
a desk job and a white poly/cot-

Uh--huh ...and

without ever selling a single

turies to come, even though his

painting, yet today his name is
known in just about every house

work had little to no marketable
value at the time.

The bottom line is, money

hold. Even non-artists could

how are you are

probably tell you a little about

planAining on making

not what matters. Creating

I S

something that will last

him.

any money?"
I have heard these

deemed worthless by

chastising words

many of his peers in

the boundaries of

the art world, but

language or time.

does. Art is a communi

Monet's art was

many, inanyA a time
from many a people, at
family gatherings,

to

To create is to

blend in with the

leave a part of

he

from friends, and even

cator that knows not

refused

forgettable pat
tern of his day

oneself behind,

from street bums (seri
ously).

and

has gone.
A piece of art.

is

These oh-so-

known

cncouraging words are

father

what nearly always
"I'm an art major."
1 must admit this

uninvited into my head more than

the

to some extent, is

of

a representation of
the artists' true self,
be it morals, emotions,

wide for his innova

I wonder if I am going to
have to depend on some man
with a reputable career in law or

.ANONYMOUS

ton dress shirt in flourishing cor

will have spent dozens of thou

something to bail me out of
financial desperation and support

porate America.
Luckily, there's more to life
than money. Remember Pablo

sands of dollars to become the

my artistic addictions. I wonder if

Picasso? He went his entire life

once. I too have wondered if I

as

Impressionism and
recognized world

follow the statement

evil thought has weaseled its way

even when she

now

b a c k -

tion.

Because NATURE MORTE SPAGNOLE: ground, or

Of hisiuge- By Pablo Picasso
nuity

and

^

No

bank

rejection of the common and easy account, no matter how big,
he will be remembered for cen- could ever do this.

Artistic philosophy: Exploring truth
KOFI

Z L AT N I K

Guest Writer

Is philosophy one of the
arts? It seems that the only

way to address the question is
to find an agreeable definition
of 'art' and then decide if phi
losophy fits it. What other
activities does society readily

„.God is LoveyPassioHy

strong Affection, but also a

responsibility, a choice. God
is... Written by Ariel Abies.

accept as art?
The first things that come
to mind are things physically
beautiful like painting, sculp

ed in a discus

tional and men

sion

of

tal reactions in

philosophers
will quickly

people than

agree. We mull
our ideas over

plays no sub
terfuge over the

What about drama, music, lit

as painstaking

ideas it shares.

erature, poetry, and dance?

ly as a potter at

Are not these all arts?

the wheel. We

ture, and mosaics. As I sit and
consider the question, many
more things come to mind.

and it takes no less effort than

a sculpture or a symphony.
Indeed, truths are far easier to
share in images and sounds
than they are to put into words
that all may understand.
Philosophy is experi
enced. One great testament to
the status of Philosophy as an
art is in the way the other arts
have so comprehensively

losophy the
greatest of the arts, because its
sole focus is to find and share

lives of those who delve into it

truth. Furthermore, those we

more than or as much as any
other art. Finally, philosophy

into a single THINKING WOMAN consider phiperception. If

sistent in all of them. The first

it doesn't fit its use or it isn't

is that art is something creat
ed. Not only this, but it is

stable enough to stand on its
own, we scrap it and start
again.
Is philosophy experi
enced? Yes. It is easily shown
if I make a philosophical

PALEOCRAFT.COM CrW!4) this is a reason to

statement such as, "Life is

Philosophy is definitely
one of the arts. It is created

expressions.
Everywhere we look
today there are philosophical
messages being portrayed
through art. Philosophy
shapes the minds, hearts and

that there are a few traits con

Art is experienced.
Whether we look at a painting
or listen to a symphony, that

Written by Fay Thirkill.

losophy share
' truth? Perhaps

tion to the others. Yet it seems

it fits the desires of its creator.

have truth.

incorporated it. Music, drama,
literature, even painting and
sculpture have all incorporat
ed philosophy into their

Does phi

are each very unique in rela

painstakingly developed until

flying where God sends me.

other arts, for it

shape, cut, and
perfect them

These trades and talents

I am like a wishing star,

response in us, I conclude that conflicts with your beliefs.
it is because all art attempts to
Yo u ' l l a l s o r e a c t e m o t i o n
share truth with us. It may not ally, perhaps discouraged at
be profound. In fact, in some h o w I c o u l d m a k e s u c h a
cases I think the attempt naive statement, angry at how
it conflicts with your beliefs,
shows the artist's lack of truth.
or overjoyed that I could be so
But this is also a truth.
Is philosophy created? perceptive. Philosophy is per
haps even quick
Anyone who
er to elicit emo
has participat

consider the greatest philoso
phers are those who seem to
portray it the most accurately.
But just as in other arts
like painting, some philoso

shares

truth

with

us.

Sometimes the truth is the

lack of truth. Yet the attempt is

mind exists!" I will elicit all

phies appear distorted and
lacking in the truth they wish

always made.
So let Philosophers con
tinue. Their investiture in phi

s o r t s o f r e a c t i o n s . Yo u w i l l

t o s h a r e . Yo u c o u l d c o n c l u d e

losophy will not come to noth

Finally, as I ponder the

react mentally, considering

ing. They have indeed prac

reason that art creates such a

what 1 have said and how it

that some philosophers simply
share the truth that they don't

which we consider true art

meaningless!" or "Only your

elicits both a thought and
emotional response within us.

ticed and cultivated the arts.

Art: Not truly beauty until It wonders
gTRPHEN C.. ROBY
A &E Editor

A.s 1 walk through the

canyon I tip niy head up and

When 1 think of beautiful art,

1 don't know how many

years I've walked with my eyes
down. I've always been so afraid
of faltering.

December 13. 2002

1 don't often wonder when

that they've grown.

I'm doing homework, but I'm

1 know mine is often limited

working on that.
I'm not even quite sure we
know how to really wonder any

to what I've seen on TV. Saturday
morning cartoons ruled my cre
ative impulses for the majority of

love and appreciate. There is so

more. It seems like the TV took

much to see.

our ability to dream.
You think of the people in

my life. Even today I can't rest
without a movie on my mind.

pictures of landscapes don't
always come to my mind.

days and accomplishing things.

Sometimes beautiful art just
makes me contemplate.

when I can't think about what I

remember that walking with eyes
The other day 1 walked by an
iiflcd is wonderful. I remember art gallery. It was about sin and
how beautiful things really are.

much time thinking through our
My thirst is for those times
still have to do, but what I can

forgiveness and it just made me

Walking through campus,

ponder.
Art, to me, is a way to
remind us to dream. We spend so

and on the beach, and dow n the
street are all wonderful times for

me to open my eyes and wonder.

your childhood who always read
books. It seems like those people
have better imaginations now

1 want to rediscover what it

means to play pretend, to remem
ber how to dream when I'm
awake. 1 think that's art.
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MASTERPEACE: A vocal and musical classic
DESIREE

H AY W O O D

spoke highly of the effect regard
less of the time factor.

Staff Writer
MasterPeace this year
proved to be a memorable occa
sion, as hundreds of GFU stu

dents and people from near and
far eamc to enjoy the
Christmas production.
Noted

trie candles partway through the
piece. Despite all these things,

Translations were provided in the

program, so the audience was

The audience was embraced

the piece would not have been

able to understand exactly what

by the choirs and brought into the
experience in a very personal
way. The concert choir stood
along all four aisles for numerous

complete without the GFU

was being sung. The lighting also

Handbells, which were directed

changed subtly to give each song

by Dr. John Bowman. They per
formed from the balcony while

a d i ff e r e n t m o o d .

differences

group to hear each other better
while still being amplified.

The Wind Ensemble made a

welcome appearance and played,

among other things, two favorites

- White Christmas and Sleigh

The audience was stretched

Ride. Directing them was David

by the performance of the Zulu
piece, Hope for Resolution.
Featuring African dancers in

Chureh, who also directed the
Concert Choir, Bel Canto, the

between last year's and
this year's events were the

flowing robes and masks, it was

general seating (as
opposed to assigned seats),
the use of fewer lights

The dancer's movements

rather far from standard fare.

Chehalem Symphony Brass, and
the organ - which was played by
none other than the delightful
Melva Brandt, wife of GFU's

president - during the moving

were accentuated and empha

sized by the choir's choreo

and impressive performance of

(down to 6 from 42), sim
pler and fewer patterns and
fewer moving lights, lack
of artificial fog, addition of
such stage "props" as real

graphed gestures and movement,

John Rutter's Gloria.
Bel Canto also made their

Christmas trees, and a dif

light on the dancers.
DaySpring made their cus

further adding to the stunning
effect. Completing the scene was
a projection of an African savan
na behind the choir and orange

ferent style of pre.sentalion
in general.
In

the

words

of

the

BRENT

STRANDY

show both last year and
this year: "It's a completely dif

This year's show was also
more seamless in nature. As one

truly impressive, since Bauman

group finished, the next would
advance. One visitor complained:
"It took forever for them to get

does not offer the extended

up onto the risers," but another

echoes desired.

Adding to the ambiance of
the song was the lighting of elec-

the choir sang in the aisles.
The music shared this year
varied in style much more than it
did last year. The concert choir
sang songs in English, Latin, and
Zulu, and Chamber Singers also
graced the audience with both
English and Latin songs.

Good Christmas Eats
DORSEY

Featured Chef

Chocolate and peppermint come
together in beautiful hamnony in this delec

JACOB

COX

Contributing Chef
Ever wonder what to do with all those

table fudge! Satisfy your sweet tooth, and

leftovers after every holiday meal? Here is
a tasty idea you can pull out this Christmas

your friends and family, this Winter Break!

and surprise both friends and family. It

Peppermint Frosted Fudge
2 cups (12 oz) semisweet chocolate chips

what holiday dish does?

1 14~oz can sweetened condensed milk,

.Jake's Potato Bake

divided

2 teaspoons vanilla extract

I cup vanilla (a.k.a. white chocolate) chips
[please do not use almond bark or

white confectioner's coating, results

won't help you much if you're on a diet, but

Mashed potatoes (Use some left-overs or
you can make some.)
Sour Cream (3—7 tbsp)

Butter (2—4tbsp)
Chives (This depends on how much you

will not look or taste the same]

1 tablespoon peppermint extract
1 "3 drops green food coloring
2—3 crushed peppermint candy canes for
.sprinkling on top of fudge, if desired
Directions:

Line an 8—inch square pan with waxed
paper (or grease pan well). In heavy
saucepan over low heat, melt chocolate

chips with 1 cup of the milk and vanilla

happen to like chives, but lots of it is
good.)
Bacon (Again this depends on how much
you want or if you're on a diet, but if
you're on a diet you won't want the
butter either so use a bunch of bacon.)

Other sea.sonings to taste (garlic powder.
pepper, etc)
Cheese (If you want it.)
Directions:

Take a 9x13 Pyrex pan and coat with

Spread mixture into prepared pan; chill
10 minutes, or until firm. In another heavy

s t i c k o f b u t t e r.

saucepan over low heal, melt vanilla

using whatever amount seems good and

chips/white chocolate with remaining milk

tasty.

Combine all the ingredients above

(mixture will be thick).

Remove from heat and stir in pepper
mint extract and food coloring. Spread this
mixture on chilled chocolate layer: chill 10
minutes or until firm.

Sprinkle with crushed peppermint
candy canes, if desired.

Fudge can be stored at room tempera
ture or refrigerated. Makes about 28 small
servings.

Recipe courtesy of Eagle Brand

sung was syllables), individual
solos, and caroling.
One change from last year
was the holding of microphones
at chest height for two of the four
songs. This combined the a cappella sound with the amplifica
tion system by allowing the

(Amounts will vary and that's okay.)
Pour the mixture and spread evenly into

KEVIN

BENNIE

Guest Writer
I turn on the radio; ihe music

fades in, and begins to envelop my
ears. I close my eyes and get lost in
the blend of instruments and voices.

As I sit quietly and soak up every note
and word, I'm lost in my own world
of thought.
This is a time to relax and forget
that paper I need to write or that test I
should study for. Of course it only
la.sts until I'm brought back to the
reality of the fact that these things still
need to get done ... and I've probably

Serve.
This dish reheats well.

Reason for the season - the birth
of Christ. As President Brandt

mentioned in his speech,
MasterPeace was an excellent

way to start the Christmas sea
s o n .

Blindside) to praise (Caedmon's Call,
Third Day), to punk (Slick Shoes,
Reliant K) to ska (Supertones, Five
Iron Frenzy).
It plays each group in hour inter
vals throughout the day. The fact that
it is always on is a definite plus, being
run by a computer. Of course many
prefer to hear a human voice every
once in a while, in which case there is

no need to fret! Every night you can
hear your fellow student DJ's play
their favorite selections.

Unless you happen to live in Ed
(and have an AM antenna), it may be
hard to get a good signal from KFOX.

watts, where any normal AM station

view of the world and ourselves are

front, but the fact that it is illegal to

often represented by what we listen
to.

Our moods can even change our
musical preference. In search for the
variety that our emotions demand, we

to give us what will satisfy our feel

ings (if only they had specific "Guys-are-jerk.s" and "Girls-are-confus-

ing" stations we would be set!).
You turn the radio in your room
on and come upon all the expected
stations: country, rock, classic rock,
oldies, the George Fox radio station,

you ended up on 1610 AM, you

Take out and let cool for 5-10 minutes.

wonderful reminder of the true

style — music could be your way to
get relaxed, get pumped, or you may
listen to it for pure enjoyment. Our

Melt 2—3 tbsp of butter and pour onto
lop of potatoes, poke a fork into the pota
toes to help butter penetrate into the middle.

into/baked into the dish.

admirably.
The overall experience was a

This may be due to the fact that

rap, pop ... wait, what's this?! George

until all tiie butter has been absorbed

formance was quite enjoyable
and added to the Christmas spirit

procrastinated long enough!
You probably have your own

pan.

Bake at 350 for an hour and a half, or

Liking, featuring a solo by GFU
applied voice professor Maggie
Daane - a special treat. Their per

KFOX: Listen up!

scan the radio for that certain station

extract.

Corporation.

Little Drummer Lad, a wordless

Carol of the Bells (all that was
songs, including Silent Night,
which was arranged to sound as
if it were sung in a cathedral -

f e r e n t s h o w. "

audience to their music - includ

ing a memorable version of The

designed and ran the light Enggmble and the Concert Choir join forces.

VA L E R I E

The third song was Lullaby my

tomary appearance, treating the

lighting technician who INSTRUMENTS AND VOICES CALIDE: The GFU Brass

customary appearance, perform
ing one song with the women of
Chamber Singers and two alone.

Fox has its very own radio station!
Wondering how, in flipping stations,
decide to give it a chance.

KFOX plays every kind of

Christian music out there from rap
(Knowdaverbs, Cross Movement) to

alternative (Audio Adrenaline,
Newsboys), to soft rock (Jars of Clay,
Rebecca St. James), to trance (Joy
Electric), to hard rock (Project 86,

KFOX is currently running on 6 - 8
needs 10,000.

Things may be different on this

turn up the wattage creates a small
problem. In the past KFOX has been
broadcast over the internet, but due to
a miscommunication of a law that

isn't in effect yet (that may be put into
effect next June), it was taken off.

"So where is KFOX heading?"
you might ask. We plan to be broad

casting on the net again at the latest by

the beginning of next semester. Be

sure to keep your eyes open for a post

ed website! As for actually listening to
KFOX on the radio, that will take a lot

more time and energy. "Everything
takes time and money," says Rvan
Chambers, the station manager.
It takes a license to get the
wattage turned up, money to get a

license, and time plus money to get
someone out to Fox to do all the nec

essary work to get things moving. We
are taking this process one step at a
time so it's only a matter of time

before things start to pick up. In the
meantime, tune in to KFOX and hear
the best Christian music around!
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A&E

After "A Piece of My Heart

Shut up & Listen
Ten Tens at 10:10:

you may never forget Vietnam

A great show or just a
vicious, deadly serpent?
A&E Editor There was a line at
STEPHFN

Guest Writer

ROBY

nine thirty, open

I have heard it said that

I tend to be pretty relaxed about
.swearing on stage and what not, and 1

doors at nine forty-five, and an don't even think the kissing was very
ecstatic crowd at ten ten. Ten pieces, bad, but using the Lord's name in vain
ten minutes each, and who knows
(and so many times too) was way

how many hours of rehearsal.

Ten! Ten! Ten!" is a new thing

for the George Fox theater depart

ment. but, based on its success, 1 think
it's guaranteed to come back next
year, maybe even next semester.

Of the students, by the students
and for the students, "Ten! Ten! Ten!"

was significantly higher quality than
most typical student run productions
are. Often when students direct and

overboard,

It's a common thing nowadays to

dismiss parts of the ten command
ments as irrelevant to the times.

People don't exactly rest from their
work on the Sabbath anymore and we
don't really have a problem with
killing people.
But what about the Lord's name

in vain? How could that change? Il
i.sn't like Jesus told us it was ok to say

perform theatrical pieces on their own

they result in entertaining, but some

times low quality pieces. "Ten! Ten!
Ten!" was different.
The first half of the show had

when we feel like

swearing now that he came down and
died for us.

i remember watching Titanic

happy-go-lucky. entertaining
sketches. It was a gut—busting good

three times in high school (I know it
sounds pathetic, but I've repented
since). I can remember hearing the

lime that also left me with some

Lord's name in vain so many times it

thought-provoking, and in some
cases disturbing, concepts and issues.

made my ears hurt, but it didn't stop
me from watching it. Poor little soul

The second half was more mellow

that I was. 1 was being desensitized.
This whole planet is being desen
sitized. It hasn't Slopped at sexual

and solemnly contemplative.
Put on your seat belts for a sec
ond while I derail this thought train. 1
hate to burst a few bubbles (some of
the bubbles actually belong to people
1 brotherly love), but 1 can't keep my
yapper shut any longer.
1 donh know if many of the peo

ple involved with the production, be it
acting or producing, read my column
in the issue before last entitled: "Does

being on stage make some things ok?"
1 feci some of you should have.

nudity (notice the .specification) or
violence and coarse joking. It kept on

going until it turned the name of the
Savior of the world into a word used

along side with s**t, d**m and the
ever—so-famous f—bomb.

I don't think it's too much to ask

We don't u.se Satan's name as a by

word. Why should we u.se the Son of
God's name? it's a question of
respect. We just don't have any.

All

GFU

For

inflicted on the country of
Vietnam ecologically, eco

MARII.EE JOLIN

Vietnam is the war America

forgot: the Forgotten
American War. I find this title

far too forgiving.
The word "forget"

implies an accident, an unin
tentional blip of the brain. Our
country's attitude toward this
war is better understood by a

phrase commonly tossed
around by the children of the
men and women in the armed

services during this war: "My
dad was in Vietnam, but he
won't ever talk about it."
The men and women to

whom this phrase refers have

purposefully misplaced their

nomically and socially?
Can we attempt to ignore
the lingering effects on our

Countless more served as

Red Cross volunteers, enter

tainers and Special Service
and Civil Service personnel.
The.se women experi

people as untold numbers of

enced horrors of battle never

soldiers, nurses and their chil
dren and grandchildren con
tinue to battle the debilitating

the advent of helicopters

physical maladies caused by

before seen by nurses, since
made it possible to bring seri
ously wounded men off the

toxic chemicals used in the

battlefield quickly.

war? Certainly not.
We must tell the story of
the Vietnam War, both the

came under attack when their

good and the bad.
Specifically, we must tell of
the sacrifices the men and

Many of these women
hospitals or bases were over
run. These women experience
the same flashbacks, night
mares and social rejection

women made who served in
Vietnam and received so little

experienced by the men who

honor and recognition. Their
sacrifice must not be forgot

Their story must also be
told. Let us not forget the

ten.

women who served so brave

s e r v e d i n Vi e t n a m .

memories from Vietnam; they

Still, remembering the

have chosen to remain silent.

V i e t n a m Wa r i s n o t a n e f f o r t

Six of these women are

They have chosen to forget.

ly for their country!

at which we have completely

portrayed in the dramatic play

This is how the United

failed. There are a number of

A Piece of My Heart, by

States of America has dealt

films that realistically deal
with the ambiguity of the pol
itics surrounding the war, the

Shirley Lauro. The play

with its role in the Vietnam

War. We have chosen to forget
the madness and senseless
ness of it all.
We chose not to scruti

horror of battle and the sacri
fices of the men who served.
However, these movies

nize our involvement there

focus almost exclusively on

too much. Perhaps the best

the men who served in battle.

way to say it is this: "Yeah,

Hollywood has forgotten a

the U.S. was in Vietnam, but
it won't ever talk about it."

Is this truly the appropri

ate response to the violent
c o n fl i c t i n w h i c h 5 8 , 2 2 0

vast population of American
s e r v a n t s w h o s a c r i fi c e d
women!

Though no official record
has been kept, it is estimated

Vietnamese lost their lives?

that over twelve thousand

forget the destruction this war

items

on

son for going to Vietnam, her
experiences in Vietnam, and
the effects on her life after she
returns home.

George Fox Repertory
Theatre will present this pow
erful theatre piece on January
30—31 and February 1,6—8 in
Wood—Mar Auditorium.

Join us as we journey

everything in Vietnam:

Americans and over 1 million
Should we let ourselves

focuses on each woman's rea

into the hearts and minds of
the women who served in
Vietnam, and as we remember

w o m e n s e r v e d i n t h e Vi e t n a m

and honor the.se forgotten
women who gave so much for

War, most as nurses.

o u r c o u n t r y.

SALE

Christmas

(Excluding diploma frames)

Girls cotton shorts with GFU logo
on Sale now for $9.99

Come to BOOK BUY BACK and get additional

discount coupons to use in the bookstore for
your Christmas shopping!

Sell books. Get Cash back Dec, 18^^ -20^^!
Issuii
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world, those of the United States

Flag football a huge success
A patchwork Bruin
team dominates

against the Warner
Pacific Knights
NOAH

HORMANN

Stajf Writer
Tensions ran high when the
Warner Pacific Knights football

Warner couldn't match the

s i v e i n e ff e c t i v e n e s s .

Conversely, the Bruins
moved the ball relentlessly in the
first quarter. First downs and
touchdowns came from running
outside the tackles, pounding it
inside, and a few key short pass
completions.
In the second quarter, the
Bruin's offense scored as they

team traveled to meet the Bruins

attempted to take to the air, find
ing mixed success. A few inter

on their home gridiron.

ceptions and a few incomplete

The

fi r s t

few

minutes,

marked by heated skirmishes, set

passes led to thwarted offensive
drives for the Knights. At the

the tone for the rest of the

Bruin's size or .speed on the
offensive or defensive side of the

ball, and it was clear that they
weren't nearly as organized.
A quarterback change
brought them no more luck, and
by the fourth quarter it was clear
that the route was going to get
worse for the Knights before it
got better.
Rumors of a spring rematch
circled the George Fox campus in
the days after the game, but it is
doubtful the Knights would want
to endure such a beating
again.

g a m e . To t h e a v e r a g e
bystander, it looked as if the
Knights had come to play.

The Bmins were head-

Their fans came in droves and

coached by Dr. Kerry Irish,
who brought in his brother

donned painted faces and

Mike to coordinate the

school colors.

defense. Key offensive

The Knights even man

players were quarterback
Jeff Otis and running backs
James Macy and Matt

aged to bring a makeshift
mascot. The horse-mounted

knight was complete with a
sword-skewered teddy bear
and a Quaker oatmeal box on

Johnson, recording two
touchdowns apiece, and the
clearly potent offensive
stylings of Cam Beatty.
Outstanding defenders
were plentiful in the game
as well, but the play of
S t e v e B e a r d s l e y, J e f f

the end of a lance. The team

donned sharp black uniforms
and ran well—organized
drills.
The

Bruins

hadn't

expected this kind of wellorganized opposition; this
event sponsered by the ASC
activities committee appeared

Sergeant, Luke Welborn,
and Nick Hultberg seemed
to be particularly dominat
ing.

as if it was to be a real foot

The GFU fans had a lot
BRENT

ball same after all.

STRANDY

to cheer for. Crazy sideline

The fanfare and buildup RUN BOY RUN: James Mead takes antics and exciting, domi-

was short lived. The clearly the ball for a long run in a 42-0 win. nating action on the field
outmatched Knights strug
gled to move the ball offensively,
throwing an interception on their
first possession, and earning only
a handful of first downs all game.
The game was characterized
by Warner Pacific interceptions,
stuffed plays, and overall offen-

made for an

half the score was 26-0 in favor

of George Fox.
In the third quarter, the
Bruins

made

some

entertaining
Sunday afternoon.
Players were amazed at the
crowd tumout and enthusiasm,

minor

which boosted their morale. In

changes. They turned to throw
ing the ball only after establish
ing their powerful running game.

the end, GFU was the victor, with

a 42—0 victory, remaining unde
feated since 1969.

of America.

Last year, with the country's
reaction to September 11 and the
threat of a possible war ovcr.sea.s

n

the game was more emotional
than ever. The pride that goes

f O N AT H A N R I P L E Y

Sports Editor

along with a win in this rivalry is
heavy. A win in this game equals
bragging rights for the rest of a
cadet's or midshipmen's military

Army

c a r e e r.

President George W. Bush

spoke to the teams via a video
taped message before the game.

v s .

"I'm proud of every Cadet and
Midshipman," he said. "You are

Navy

devoted to serving your country

This past weekend marked

and your fellow citizens. You
will join the finest military in the

the return of one of the greatest

world, and throughout your

events in all of sports-—the Army
versus Navy college football
game. This was the 103rd renew

careers, you will keep the peace
and defend freedom."

The games between these

al of a rivalry of epic propor

two teams are always highly

tions. One that is unmatched in

contested and the fuial score is

its history and its intensity.
This game didn't have any
Bowl Championship Series

usually tight, but this year was
distinctly different. The
Midshipmen of Navy routed the
Black Knights of Army, 58-12.

implications or help decide who
was going to win the Heisman

The star of the game was

Trophy. There were no first

Midshipmen quarterback Craig

round picks that were trying to

Candeto, who accounted for
seven touchdowns, one passing
and six rushing.

up their NFL draft slock or play
ers showboating to gain national

Despite dominating on the

media attention.

It was a game that matched

field, Candeto kept things in per

teams with I-IO records, but was

spective. "Football is small in the

more important than any other

whole realm of things." he said.
"It makes you play that much

game that weekend.
This game featured young
people who exemplify the true
meaning of the term "studentathlete." These players must

h a r d e r. I t ' s a b o u t s e r v i c e a n d

duty."
These players have .so much

ly important duties, they must

going on in their lives, yet still
manage to keep things in per
spective and keep their priorities
straight. Even though the post
September 11 world is less expe
ditious in naming athletes as

also concem themselves with the

heroes, these student-athletes

duties concerning the finest

epitomize the true meaning of

group of Armed Forces in the

the word.

worry about achieving in the
classroom and on the football
field. In that order.

On top of those two distinct

Bruin men start off 2002-03 season with a bang
court. They took fifth

game during the tour
nament and earned

first winning streak

place in the annual tour
nament, held this year in

since 2001 to start off

Redlands, California,

To u r n a m e n t

with the overtime win

honors

against Chapman.

Honorable Mention

The team attains its

the new season
SCOTT

The

BURKHART

Staff Writer
It seems that the George Fox
University Bruins Men's
Basketball team is already
improving on last year.
What seemed like a desper

win

himself

was

for

All-

formance of two freshmen.
The Bruins discovered some
"instant offense" off the bench

team

when freshman Aaron Schmick

and

turned in two sparkling relief
efforts in the tourney. In the vic
tory over Chapman he had a per

Northwest

marked by excellent
play all over the floor,
with the team playing

Conference "Player

outstanding defense
throughout the tourney.
John Macy came off the

games, he totaled 53

of the Week." In the
three tournament

points (17.7 ppg) on
21-41 from the field

bench down the stretch

(.512), including 1-2

fect shooting night, going 5—5
from the field (1—I on 3's) and 2-2 from the line for 13 points. He
followed that up with a careerhigh 17 points in the win over
Dominican, going 5-11 from the

ate situation, with the Bruins only
returning one starter, .sophomore

to draw a charge on the

on three's (.500), and

floor (1—2 on 3's) and 6—6 from
the line. Schmick added seven

defensive end and then

10-12 from the line

Mark Gayman. has turned out to
be on the up and up. The Bruins

rebounds in the victory against

(.833). He added 13

Dominican.

rebounds (4.3 rpg), 3

have started 2-2 on the season

hit a huge three-pointer
on the following offen
sive possesion to vault

after going 2-1 at the Lee

The other standout freshman
for the Bruins has been starter

the

8 steals. Gayman also

Fulmer Memorial Tournament.

Chapman.

With a 78—75 overtime win

over Chapman(CA) and an 82-

73 win over Dominican(lL) the
Bruins put together back-to-back

Bruins

assists, 3 blocks, and

over

took home the tour

Sound free—throw

nament MVP award

shooting lifted the

for the most outstand

Bruins over Dominican.

ing player in the Lee
Fulmer annual tour

They

nailed

18

out

of

19

aakon

scumautz

.sons. Not since defeating

free throws in their 82 -DOMINATION: Mark Gayman performed
73 victory, and set a new well in his first games as a sophomore.

Whitworth 103-91 and Whitman

record for free throw

ever made in a game with no

accuracy with at least one miss.
The percentage of .947 eclipsed a
.929 (13—14) mark against

misses was an 11-11 perform

Willamette on Jan. 16,1999. The

On another high note,
Gayman averaged 18 points per

wins for the first time in two sca-

79-72 at home on Jan. 26-27,

2001, had the Bruins posted con
secutive victories.
It seems that the Bruins are

enjoying success all over the

most free throws the Bruins have

ance at Western Baptist on Dec.
17,1994.

nament.

As if the two
game win streak, and

honorable mention player of the
week honors weren't enough for
the Bruins, it gets better. The
Bruins seem to have found suc

cess and great results in the per

Trevor Person. Person has put
forth some solid play so far this
season, distributing the ball well

and adapting to the Bruins game
plan and his role at the point.
The Bruins hope to keep the
streak alive when they put it on

the line in their first NWCgame
on Dec. 10 at Pacific Lutheran.

In the meantime they are
enjoying their current success

and are hoping to continue the
team chemistry throughout con
ference play.
i s s u e d Vo l . C X I X
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Bruin women riding four game winning streak
After a tough loss to

Despite failing to reach the

Div-2 Seattle the

"big dance" a year ago, the play

Lady Bruins reel off

revived a spirit of inspiration,

four wins in a row
PATRirK WTT T TS

ers and coaching staff have
prepared to do battle with the
contending foes of the conference

until the last word is ultimately
and conclusively uttered.

A season ago. Cave and
Fitch supplied almost 17 points
of the average offensive output
per game, and will look to supply
an even greater amount of pro
ductivity on both the offensive
and defensive ends. Beyond this
formidable duo, other key

drives, drained three bombs, and

to their dominant form of years

sweet shooting inside and out.

past with eager intensity, down
ing Western Baptist (69—55),
Eastern Oregon University (77—

Although .some key players from
the past have moved on from
GFU, Cave deduces the fact that

"other players have stepped up to

56), Albertson (71—58) and
Western Baptist again(71—59).

take on those roles on the team."

In each of the four wins, a

different player led the team in
both scoring and rebounding,

Two starters return from last

returnees for the season look to

Despite coming into the sea
son being ranked as the number

women s basketball squad starts

year's squad, Darby Cave and

be senior Emily Ruggles and

three team in the conference, the

giving supportive evidence to the
fact that this team maintains an

down their fears and pressing into

upholding

Lady Bruins
w i l l fi g h t

hopes in their

tooth and nail

Staff Writer

The George Fox University

the new hoops season staring

Amy Fitch,

attack in which no one person
. dominates, but, as Cave suggests,
to surprise the "we play best when we are play

a determined state of focus, real
junior seasons,
izing that, despite losing three having experi
starters from a year ago, a great enced past

critics

and

ing a team game."
It appears as though this

carry the team to even higher

big-game cir

foil the plans
of returning

c u m s t a n c e s

teams

ranges of success.

and situations.

haps not
k n o w i n g

positive influence on the team
within even the priming games of
the winter season. The new sea

amount of potential remains to

Head Coach Scott Rueck

comes into his seventh year at the

helm of the Lady Bruins, leading
a young, but very talented, group
of players into a possible run at
the Northwest Conference title.
After finishing the 2001--02

campaign in a tie for third place
in the NWC (20--6 overall, 11-5
in NWC), the team holds
unswervingly to the confidence

that has been steadily increasing

over the past several years.
The past three years for the
Lady Bruins' basketball team has

included two inspired runs to the
NCAA Division III Sweet

Sixteen, and a season fought to

Cave, a 6

per

foot post, will

what

guard

the

boards

and

expect..
Preseason

son and new—look team repre
sented within this Lady Bruins

picks chosen
by coaches in
the prelimi

group lends a warranting recogni
tion of what figures to be, in
Sarah Myhre's perspective, a

spend much
time

around

the

k e y,

wreaking

havoc

and

ere-

nary season

H A W K I N S poll indicates

ating turmoil HUDDLE: The Lady Bruins will have to make up for the

Whitworth to

lineupr^'^^ 'in three starters from last season with "a team game."

order to sustain aan
sophomores Liz Clark, Sarah
n
oopoosina
pposing
threat inside for the Lady Bruins. Myhre, and Melissa Alexander.
Cave speaks with a cultivat
Fitch, 5'6, will use her speed
and agility to cause problems on ed source of esteem in her team
both sides of the ball. At the wmg and its slate of potential in pro

to

be the team to

beat,

fol

lowed by the reigning conference

champions, Pacific Lutheran,
who must find a way to replace
three all-conference players
from the past season.

end with a disappointing loss in
the NWC Tournament, falling

position, her consistency will
help deploy a balanced attack
amongst the team by forcing
teams to pick and choose

posing that the .squad "has the
ability to win every game we play
this year."
With only one senior on the

short of the Division 111 national

between the dominance inside

team, the Bruins will field a line

NCAA Division II Seattle in a

tournament bid for the third

and the energy throughout the

straight year.

backcourt.

up eager to produce exciting
spurts filled with breakaway

hard—fought battle up north.
Quickly, the Bruins have returned

the end, but consummated in the

7

Quey+Iony

wltli Marff Sond^otst
1- What is your favorite MS: My first choice would be
Teddy Roosevelt. I admired his
sports movie of all time?
MS: Favorite sports movie of
all lime has to be "Hoosiers". It

has a great storyline and it is a
"feel good" movie. I also really
enjoy "Rudy." Anything dealing
with Notre Dame and football 1
admire.

ball, to watch?
MS: My favorite sport to watch

toughness, enthusiasm and will

other than basketball is women's

ingness to try risky things. He

tennis. There are a few players
who really have solid fundamen
tals and great ground strokes. I
like to analyze their play to help
me teach my tennis classes.

was a great leader for our coun

try even after he was out of
office. My second choice would
be John Wooden. What the man
.stands for and what he has done

speaks for itself. The third per
s o n w o u l d b e A d o l f H i t l e r. I

2" Have you ever had really don't know why, but 1
your heart broken by a would love to psychoanalyze

6— Who do you think is
the greatest athlete of the

moment in sports?

him while eating some sauer

20th century?
MS: The greatest athlete of the

MS: Without a doubt, the fore
most tragedy in sports to me was
when the Blazers failed to draft

kraut.

20th century is a tough choice. I

Michael Jordan when they had
the chance. 1 am and was a huge
North Carolina Tarheel fan, so
when the Blazers had the chance
to choo.se the "greatest" and
blew it, I wa.s really devastated.

1 actually cried. In private of
c o u r. s c .

3- If you could have din
ner with three people

from any point in history,

assessment of mutual contribu

tion and dependency has been a

might have to go with Michael

Already five games into the
season, the Lady Bruins have
reeled off four straight wins after
taking an exhibition loss to

RAMBUNSS
C J. RIPLEY

Staff Writer

team that can "run the floor" and

that "gives everyone a fight."
Several teams are kept in
mind for an "avenging" influence
on the Bruins' psyche, and the
intensity gathered within the
style of the gamesmanship urges
Myhre to foretell that this tightknit group of players will com
bine to be "an exciting team to
watch."
It looks like the 2002—03

Lady Bruin team is primed and
ready for another run at a
Northwest Conference champi
onship banner and possibly more
than that.

would you rather meet in a dark
a l l e y — M i k e Ty s o n o r R a y
Lewis?... Can the Angels repeat
as World Series champs?...
Lany Johnson—the Grandmama
of Big Ten football... Is Scottic

fi v e i s a s f o l l o w s : P G J o h n

Pippen one of the 50 greatest
players of all time?... The Eagles

Stockton, SG Michael Jordan, SF

are

Larry Bird, PF Elgin Baylor. C
Bill Russell... The only thing
that they should change about

National FootbtUl League... As
the city of New York battles for

...My all-time starting

NFL overtime is that it should go
on

until

somebody

the

best

TEAM

in

the

Godzilla, the real deal- Shinjoremains unsigned... Marvin
Harrison may have better statis

wins...Rashccd Wallace could

tics, but Terrell Owens is the bet

be one of the top power forwiirds

t e r a l l a r o u n d w i d e r e c e i v e r. . . I t

in the league if he would just

is still weird to see the New

spend more time around the
key... Is the Buccaneers defense

Orleans Hornets... The 1985 St,

the best ever?... Vince Carter—

were the fastest team in any

the Grant Hill of the new mlllenium... How on earth is Pete

s p o r t — e v e r. . . T h e D a l l a s
Mavericks could struggle with

Rose still not in the Hall of

out Dirk Nowitzki... The battle

Fame?...Where is the sanctity of

for the NFC will all come down
t o w h o h a s h o m e - fi e l d a d v a n

Louis Cardinals baseball team

you could have
the strength of 100
be invisible or fly,
would you choose?

Jordan. He has revolutionized

the Rose Bowl?.,. This could be

the game of basketball and has

the best class of Diaper Dandies
in a long time... Who deserves
the Heisman this year—<md docs

tage... The Lakers 27-point
fourth quarter comeback was the
second greatest comeback 1 have

anybody really care?... Can pro

ever seen—the Buffiilo Bills of

MS: I would love the ability to

7" If you could have
three things on a desert

4" If
either
men,
which

fly. 1 was a three-point shooter
in college because 1 had "whitemans" disea.se(I had the vertical

of a Dufur phonebook). Not only

set a precedent for the upcoming
players.

island, what would they
be?

would 1 no longer need frequent

MS: 1 . drinkable water, 2. a

flyer miles, but I would love to

friend like "Wilson" from the

sec the view from above.

feature fi I m"Castaway"(prefer
ably Spalding). 3. Women's ten

5" What is your favorite

fictional or real, who
sport, other than basket
would they be?

nis videos to help me prep for
my classes upon my return.

fessional men's tennis ever make

Frank Reich still lake the cake...

a serious comeback?... Who

Congrats t(^ the Pilot Women...

Sports Teams
Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $1,000-2000 this semester with a proven Campus
Fundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs make
fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling quick
ly, so get with the program! It Works Contact Campus Fundraiser
at (888) 923-3238. or visit www.camDusfundraiser.com
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NEWS & CALENDAR

Calendar
December 5 to 21:

of

December 16:

Chehalem Symphony

Senior Art Exhibit

Midnight Breakfast

(Lindgren Gallery)

(Klages Dining Hall)

The Nutcracker

December

December

(Clack, Cty, Fairgrounds)

Soo}
P e c
1 B

7:30 pm

Commencement

Vespers (Bauman)
Holiday Hoedown

//oe;fownI

$10

21:

Midyear

15:

Academy PRESENT...

a y

j0Nutcracker

Final Exams

(Bauman)

Chehalem Valley Dance

T h e

December 16-20:

December 13:

Events

(Bauman)
Have

a

great

break!

To n i g h t !

Claci^at^as
Coon+v

Bauman Auditorium

Fatr^rour\<)s

Bookstore: New system to be efficient Greek tragedy: Shows
continued from page 1
culture J hopes and truths
At the beginning of every
semester, students have been able

When asked why this change
would be taking place, Andy
Dunn, director of the university
bookstore, gave several reasons.
"We want to make the book buy

the wrong books and end up hav

ing to stand in line again in order
to return them.
Another reason for the move

continued from page 4

dramas started in the morning as

the sun came up, and the audi

is that the textbook department is
As a part of Cultural

ence would be there all day.

to count on new professors, class

ing process better for students

syllabi, and long lines in the
bookstore in order to buy books.
This spring semester, how
ever, things are going to be a lit

and cut back on returns," he said.

only used for about six weeks
every semester. Moving to the

T h e n e w Te x t b o o k A n n e x

Annex will allow the current,

will be operated under a clerk
serve system. Students will bring

mostly ignored corner of the

t l e d i ff e r e n t , d u e t o t h e m o v e o f

their schedule with them, fill out

the textbook department.
Instead of scouring the

a sheet with the necessary infor

shelves of books in the back cor

ner of the bookstore, students

professor, and whether they
would prefer new or used books,

be used throughout the year, such
as clothing, supplies, or a wider
selection of general books.
Students buying their books

will be flocking to the new

and then hand this to the clerk

coupons to be used at the general

Te x t b o o k A n n e x i n t h e b a s e m e n t

b e h i n d t h e c o u n t e r.

bookstore.

of the library. This change will

The clerk will then go to the
back, select the books, and bring
them to the register. This will

Due to staffing limitations
the Textbook Annex will only be

eliminate the current confusion

weeks of each semester. Students

with the setup of the books on
shelves. Often students will grab

will have to buy their books

ing a picture of what ancient

"Libation Bearers" is about

before the cutoff date when the

Greek theatre looked like. The

Orestes' vengence. Orestes does-

actually be taking place during
book buy—backs next week. The
book buy back will be held in the
library basement so that students
can get used to the new location.

mation, such as class number,

bookstore to house more items to

at the Annex will also receive

open for about three or four

Celebration Week,

All three of the

George Fox had thel

plays contain song

privilege of welcom-|
Scales regularly par-j
licipates in Classical|
Greek theatre.
He shared the

basic plot to the
Orestes Trilogy, by Aeschylus,
which includes the plays
"Agamemnon," "Libation
Bearers," and "Eumenides" (the
Furies).
Scales first mentally paint

Peace Talk: Speakers look toward solutions, hope
continued from page 4

"The outcome is clear: two states

for two people in the Holy
Land."

Rabbi Joshua Stampfer and
Mr. Frank Afrengi came together
to discuss two sides of the
Israeli/Palestinian

c o n fl i c t

November 21 in a special peace

Stampfer, a Jewish Rabbi

from Portland, OR, agreed that
fundamentally, Israelis and
Palestinians agree on the broad

luncheon put on by the Center for
Peace Learning.

picture. "The devil is in the
details," Stampfer added.
He said the overwhelming

The mood of the luncheon,
as well as that of both countries,

majority of Israelites are in favor
of a two-state policy and peace

was affected by the bombing of

among Palestines.
Unfortunately, Afrengi said,
there is a "doomsday alliance" in

an Israeli school bus that morn

ing. Twelve children were killed.
"1 get numb— I see all the
violence, all the death, all the

which both sides feel the appro

Stampfer agreed that the
problem lies with the fundamen
talists: Jews wanting their

East." "We can't go over there
and throw our weight around," he

Biblical

and the conflict between Western
and Eastern culture and Christian

land

and

Muslims

believing land under Muslim
control should always be under
Muslim control.

Afrengi said conflict arises
when America pursues Israel as a

short-term ally, not a long term
one. Politicians, especially, play

said. Palestinians feel oppressed,

and Muslim faith is being rein
forced by America's presence.
"America's bias for Israel is evi

dent," Afrengi said.
In response to Israeli elec

tions, Stampfer said they swing

off of the United States' involve

between the left and right side of

ment in Israeli interests.

politics. He said a former prime

"Until the United States,

especially officials, forego the
need to be elected and pursue the

minister was assassinated
because of his desire to create

peace in Israel. Stampfer spoke
about the history and shifting of

long-term goal, peace will not be
reached," Afrengi said. He added

Palestinian from Portland, OR,

priate solution involves their side
"winning." He said the Muslims
feel that any land that was once

said. He said that the current

Islamic needs to be reclaimed,

world is the uncontested leader -

I s r a e l i / P a l e s t i n i a n c o n fl i c t i s
based on a national and territori

and Jews feel they must reclaim

Palestinian elections designed to
get Yassir Arafat out of office
supervised by former United

democratic election.

destruction," Afrengi, a

that the "United States in today's

and dance.

ing Keith Scales.

Israeli politics. .
In response to the 1995

"Agamemnon" is
based

around

the

Trojan
War.
Clytemnestra is the
Queen. After her
husband the king has returned

LISA

JENSEN

home, she slaughters him
because he has killed someone.

Clytemnestra's son Orestes is

obligated to avenge his father's
death. The story continues...

Name change
continued from page 3
Readers may have heard that
the Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter Day Saints has recently
decided to change its name to the
Community of Christ. While this

is true, it is only part of the story.

A small branch of
Mormonism has existed since

1860, called the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter

Day Saints (RLDS). They want
ed to distance themselves from
the LDS.

It's the RLDS changing their
name. This change became offi

cial on April 6th, of 2001. April
6th is the date main—line
Mormonism was founded. The

purpose of the name change is to

that the situation is resolved

believe they must "lend a helping

before it becomes a spiritual

militarily and so forth."
Stampfer said, "Israel will
never agree to a peaceful solution
under the gun." Until the

hand to God" and side with the

destruction stops, Stampfer said,

struggle so intense as to lead to
the destruction of one side, or

Israelites, as a common interpre

Israel would reach no conclusion.

tation of Revelation is that once

He also said, however, that

doubt Arafat should step aside

both.

the Jews have reclaimed Israel
the end of the world will come.

Israeli crimes against Palestine

and no longer be in power

have been "heinous."

Afrengi said that the outlines

Afrengi said Christians have a

Afrengi said that Arafat ran con

Afrengi said that by force,

tested and won the election by

plates which Smith translated.

most Israelis and Palestinians:

"nobler goal on the way— to see
the Second Coming of Christ."

America is becoming the
"Roman Empire of the Middle

popular vote. Afrengi said
Palestinians keep voting Arafat

church, these golden plate trans

al struggle, and expressed hope

In proposing a solution,

have already been agreed to by

the Biblical Israel.

Afrengi said most Christians

States President Jimmy Carter

Afrengi asserted it was a certified
Although he said there is no

better reflect their church's mis
sion.

^ Mormonism began with
Joseph Smith in 1820, when he
was out in the woods and
received a vision. Later Smith

felt led by the Mormon angel
Moroni to go and find golden
According to the Mormon
lations became the revelations
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